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Biden’s signature climate initiative, the Inflation Reduction Act, has hurt Georgia more than it has helped, the
state’s governor says

BLOOMBERG.COM

Biden’s Key Climate Investment Hurt Georgia, Governor Says
President Joe Biden’s signature climate-change initiative, the Inflation Reduction Act, has hurt Georgia m...
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Quantum computers will spark "cybersecurity armageddon," says quantum computer maker IBM

BLOOMBERG.COM

Quantum Computing to Spark ‘Cybersecurity Armageddon,’ IBM Says
Governments and businesses are not prepared for the havoc quantum computers will sow in cybersecuri...
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Federal Reserve Governor Michelle Bowman said the central bank should seek comment on any revised
plan, a move that would delay its finalization.
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Fed’s Bank Capital Plan Needs Substantive Changes, Bowman Says
Federal Reserve Governor Michelle Bowman said the central bank’s controversial proposal to boost bank...
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A string of Iranian missile attacks showcased a new part of its long-range arsenal in combat by using a
weapon potentially capable of hitting Israel.
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Iran Strikes Showcase High-Tech Missiles That Could Reach Israel
A string of Iranian cross-border missile attacks showcased a new part of the Islamic Republic’s long-rang...
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John Kerry said the stakes of this year's US presidential election are "“as high as they can get" and will help
determine how quickly the world acts to slow climate change.

BLOOMBERG.COM

Kerry Says US Election Will Have Major Impact on Global Climate Fight
John Kerry is stepping down as US special climate envoy and will join President Joe Biden’s campaign f...
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What's on Bloomberg Green's weather radar? Warmer-than-normal temperatures forecast across the US.
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Frigid US Cities Will Thaw Out Over Coming Weeks: Weather Watch
Warmer-than-normal temperatures are on Bloomberg Green’s radar today.
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Opinion: Chatbots that are a student's friend first and teacher second may be the most effective use of AI in
the classroom.

BLOOMBERG.COM

Your Child’s Favorite Teacher May Soon Be a Chatbot
The most popular and effective use of AI in education may be programs that follow the “friendship first”...
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Results signal that some test-takers are still being impacted by the disruptions that became common after
the Covid-19 outbreak.

BLOOMBERG.COM

CFA Level II Pass Rate Stays at 44%, Just Below Historic Average
The pass rate for the second level of the chartered financial analyst exam remained just below its histori...
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US retail sales rose at the strongest pace in three months in December, capping solid holiday spending that
faces headwinds in the new year.

BLOOMBERG.COM

US Retail Sales Rise By Most in Three Months to Cap Holidays
US retail sales rose at the strongest pace in three months in December, capping a solid holiday season th...
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El Nino, the weather phenomenon with a history of disrupting agricultural powerhouses like Brazil, has
returned with a vengeance in the South American summer.

BLOOMBERG.COM

Brazil Lula Gets New Nemesis in Inflation Fight With El Nino's Return
A bumper harvest helped Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva defy pessimistic economic expectations during his fir...
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